Level 5 (C2/D)

All I Want (Romance)
Alex is a thirty-year-old art gallery assistant and hopelessly in love with her boss, Brad.
Then, an incident at the gallery means they have to spend a few days at Brad's country
house. This is Alex's opportunity to impress but nothing seems to go the way she
planned. A surprise guest and a Christmas party help Alex to discover what she really,
really wants.

Death in the Dojo (Thriller)
Reporter Kate Jensen investigates the death of a karate master in a “dojo.” A dojo is a
karate training room in London. Another death quickly follows and Kate finds herself
drawn into the mystery. The trail takes her to Japan, back to London, and back in time to
a crime committed over thirty years earlier.

Dolphin Music (Thriller)
It is 2051, CONTROL, the government of Europe, keeps everyone happy in a virtual
reality where music made by dolphins gives exquisite pleasure. When Saul Grant, a
writer, discovers the truth about the music, the illusion is shattered. He soon sets out to
free the dolphins, but CONTROL is aware of his actions and will stop him at any cost.

Dragon’s Eggs (Human Interest)
Tendai comes to live in an isolated African village. Tendai is a runner, a dreamer and a
storyteller. When landmines turn his world upside down, he runs, dreams, and tells
stories to try to deal with a terrible tragedy. A gripping story of victory over man-made
evil, and of a young man who never gives up.

East 43rd Street (Thriller)
It's Christmas in New York and private investigator Nathan Marley is hired by a rich
attractive woman to reclaim a briefcase of jewelry from a locker at Grand Central
station. Marley is right not to trust the woman, and soon finds himself involved in a case
of criminal activity involving fraud, computer hacking, and kidnapping.

Emergency Murder (Thriller)
When the wife of a prominent surgeon dies suddenly in the hospital emergency room of
Mercy Hospital in Milwaukee, Wisconsin, in the USA. Dr. Maxine Cassidy suspects
murder. Maxine is determined to find the killer and starts an investigation of her own.
However, when someone tries to kill her, she begins to wonder which of her medical
colleagues she can trust.

Forget to Remember (Human Interest)
“Hello. Kate. This is Jan. I'm sorry, but you'll have to come down to Mother's. We've got
to talk. I can't go on like this. It's becoming impossible. I know you're always busy but
you'll have to come, Kate. I can't manage with Mother any more. Please call me back as
soon as you can.” Two sisters struggle to come to terms with their mother's illness and its
effect on their lives.

In the Shadow of the Mountain (Human Interest)
A tragic love story is uncovered as journalist Clare Crowe goes to Switzerland to bring
home a relative's body. Clare's grandfather has been found frozen in a glacier, 74 years
after a climbing accident. Clare knows this could make an interesting story for her
newspaper, but as she investigates her grandfather's last climb, she learns that the accident
wasn't as simple as she had first thought.

Jungle Love (Romance)
On an adventure holiday in the Caribbean, Lisa and Jennifer are sharing a room. They are
very different people and do not get along with each other. However, they do have
something in common: they are both attracted to Ian. And, Ian likes both of them. But,
what about Ian's girlfriend, Caroline? Then there's Pete, and, of course, Gary, and . . .

Murder by Art (Murder Mystery)
On a hot August night in Milwaukee, Wisconsin in the USA, a young artist and a gang
leader's girlfriend are shot in the street, a woman dies mysteriously in the Mercy Hospital
emergency room, and, a famous artist is killed at the opening of an exhibition of his work.
Dr. Maxine Cassidy feels sure there must be a connection between these events and sets
out to find what the connection is.

The Sugar Glider (Adventure)
Pilot Don Radcliffe returns to Australia hoping to rescue a failed marriage and to spend
more time with his daughter, Judy. However, a routine cargo flight in an old DC4 airplane
turns into tragedy when the plane crashes in the Australian Outback killing the co-pilot.
Don and Judy's chances of survival seem slim as they struggle against sabotage,
unscrupulous businessmen, and the inhospitable landscape.

A Tangled Web (Thriller)
Dan Combes is a former MI6 agent living peacefully in France. After being attacked by a
former colleague, he realizes his relationship with the British Secret Service has not yet
finished. He believes the attack is linked to his roles in Berlin and Central America.
However, that was years ago so why do they want him dead now? Dan returns to England
and confronts his difficult past, and a web of lies and deceit that he knows must end.

Windows of the Mind (Short Stories)
Each of the stories in this book center around one of the five senses. We meet a wellknown broadcaster whose blindness is her power, a war hero who hates noise and wants
silence, a wine-taster who has an accident, a university lecturer who learns Tai Chi, and, a
magazine journalist who smells scandal and will do anything for a good story.

